Suicide Bomber
Who-Why-Prevention

Who becomes a suicide Bomber?

A- The cause of suicide is depression, despair, lack of hope seen in bipolar personalities. These patients must be treated with medication & Psycho analysis. Bipolar disorder can be seen in any adult, any religion, any race or any nationality, male or female.

B- Who becomes a murderer, any one with criminal mind may kill another person for financial reason, revenge, jealousy, for political reason or any other reason that a violent person can develop in his own mind. Serial killers, mass murderers and dictators are among this group. Homicidal & Suicidal personalities are very close to each other, either a person kills himself or kills others or sometimes combine the two, like a person who starts a shoot out with police to be killed while he plans to kill few police officers too.

C- Political mass murders like Timothy McVae a white, young male, catholic from Buffalo, New York who becomes the Oklahoma bomber killed 160 people in Federal Building because of his grudge against the U.S Government. Jim Jones ordered 600 people to kill themselves and he also killed himself with poison drink for religious & political reason. David Korouch started a fight with FBI and got killed and also many of his followers also got killed. These are few examples of mass murderers & suicidal characters to this list Hitler, Sadam and other mass murderers can be added. All from different race, religion & nationality.

D- Recently some of these bipolar personalities are recruited by political criminals & mass murderers are sent to mission to kill them selves and kill many other innocent people, like suicide bombers that we see everyday in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Why one becomes suicide bombers: if a person has bipolar personality, depressed suicidal, he can be easily convinced that now that he wants to commit suicide why not kill others too, so he can satisfy his maniac personality too. If he is brain washed that after death he will go to heaven and will have 70 virgins, but if this fool is educated that according to Quran he will go to hell fire for millions of years. He may think twice about it also he should know that he is ruining his
families name and reputation. He is damaging the reputation of Islam as a peaceful religion, and every peaceful Muslim family will curse him that Alla(SWT) keep him in hell fire forever.

**Solution** - We must start with education; we must encourage all Islamic centers to emphasis Islamic teaching promoting peace and cooperation between all religions. Interfaith school & Interfaith education is very important. But unfortunately there is no interfaith school or Interfaith church in United States at this time.

**U.S. Visa** - People who wishes to visit US must be screen more carefully especially when they are between the ages of 15 to 45 and are visiting U.S alone; they must have 3 references from family and friends, and provide adequate assurance that they are tourist and are not terrorist sympathizer.

**U.S Visa must have classification**

**Group A** - those who are American citizens have home, jobs in US and are returning back home with their family let them go quickly.

**Group B** - those who have green card have home, jobs in US and returning back home with their family let them go fast.

**Group C** - Visitors with family with adequate financial support personal references and adequate family references let them go with care.

**Group D** - Young 15-45 and single must have 3 references from family and friends adequate financial support full interview and full personal & luggage inspection then they can aboard the plane.

Let’s use “El Al” Israel airline procedures that caused their perfect record, we all must learn from them. Please remember traveling by plane and coming to us for visit is a privilege therefore one must earn that with some effort. If we use the same categories inside the United States by Homeland Security, that will help to prevent and control many criminals, suicide bombers and drug dealers these steps will make America safer American Muslim support all preventive measures to reduce violence, and capture and naturalize the criminals, drug dealers and suicide bombers.

**Country of Origin Group X**: Most criminal of 9-11-2001 were from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Palestine, we may ad Yemen, Pakistan Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, and Afghanistan to this list. Visitors from these countries must be reviewed more carefully. Shoe bomber was from England but he will be in group D. Under wear bomber was from Yemen also in group DX. All 9/11 bomber were in group DX. People from group D
and country of origin X must be individually interviewed for psychological make up
and search thoroughly.
When Do We Search them: Before they get on the plane to US not after they boarded
the plane like underwear bomber.

**When Do we group people inside US:** After we had a home grown terrorism like
Timothy Mc Vae (Group D) No we must do it now. We must ad a group category to
driver license or to separate card as security clearance. We must use that for getting
on the plane inside U.S. too. All 9-11 criminal would have been detected right away
they were all in group DX.

Please give us your feedback. God Bless You All.